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The Young Patriots Series
Hook kids on history with this series…

—Learning Magazine

NEW
If you want your kids to be truly
inspired while reading quality
literature, then you’ll want to
given the Young Patriots Series
a try!
—Homeschooling from the Heart

[The] pages are action-packed, the
characters are real, the descriptions
are high-interest…
—ForeWord Magazine

This series portrays ideal role
models from a child’s perspective.
—Heartland Reviews

Readers will get a real feel for
the era…
—The Horn Book

… a wonderfully crafted lesson for today’s youth wrapped in a fun
adventure sure to capture the attention of young readers...
—Metro Spirit, Atlanta, GA
PATRIA PRESS, INC.
P. O. Box 752
Carmel, IN 46082
Phone: 888.859.8221 Fax: 413.215.8030 Website: www.patriapress.com
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Why Choose the
Young Patriots Series?

“...a
histo fantastic
—Ol ry resour
d Sc
ce.”
h
Mag oolhouse
azine

FOR EDUCATORS
► The Young Patriots Series titles are featured in the Reading CountsTM and Accelerated ReaderTM
programs.
► The Young Patriots Series is aligned to national and selected state academic standards in Language Arts
and Social Studies. Detailed charts available on our website.
► Timelines, “Fun Facts,” and Vocabulary sections enhance the learning value of each book.
► FREE Teacher’s Guides and Webquests expand the reach of each title across the curriculum.
► The Patria Press website—chock-full of additional information on the subject of each title—saves you
valuable time.
► FREE Newsletter gives you sneak previews of new titles, teaching tips, and more!
► 20% discount on complete sets!
FOR PARENTS
► Fun-to-read stories about American heroes and heroines “just their age” will keep your children turning
pages instead of turning on TV’s!
► Historically accurate illustrations draw children into the time period and bring history to life
► No more last-minute scrambling for a book report subject—choose one of the Young Patriots Series
titles! Your child’s teacher will be impressed with the educational value and your child will learn that
reading AND history can be fun!
► Enroll your child in the Young Patriot of the Month Club—he or she will have the fun of receiving a book in
the mail each month and you will see his or her reading skills (and love of reading) skyrocket!

From the Creator of
The Young Patriots Series . . .
GOING GREEN—
Patria Press, publisher of the Young Patriots Series, is reducing its own carbon footprint
and contributing to a greener planet for our children by making this catalogue available
only online. What are the benefits to you?
▪ By moving to an electronic version only, we reduce waste and save trees, resulting
in a healthier environment for all.
▪ An online catalogue allows us to provide you with more easily accessible (clickable)
information.
▪ Now you have a choice—of course you may print the catalogue and/or order form
but an online version helps reduce the paper on your desktop and is easily available
for your use.
We thank you in advance for supporting us in this effort!
With 14 titles in print, the Young Patriots Series continues full steam ahead for 2008!
Don’t miss the news about the Young Patriots on audio!
Happy Reading,
Florrie Binford Kichler, Publisher and Creator of the Young Patriots Series.

Patria Press, Inc.
P.O. Box 752
Carmel, IN 46082
Phone: 888.859.8221
Fax: 413.215.8030
Email:
orders@patriapress.com
Website:
www.patriapress.com
The Young Patriots Series
All cover and text illustrations used in this
publication © copyright Patria Press, Inc.

Celebrate Children’s Book Week! The 90th annual observance of Children’s Book Week will be May 11-17,
2009. A celebration of the written word, Children’s Book Week introduces young people to new authors and
ideas in schools, libraries, homes and bookstores. Through Children’s Book Week, the Children’s Book Council
encourages young people and their caregivers to discover the complexity of the world beyond their own experience through books. Be sure to visit the Children’s Book Council’s website at www.cbcbooks.org for more information, ideas, and materials for Children’s Book Week 2009. Patria Press, Inc. is a member of the CBC, a nonprofit trade
organization that encourages the use and enjoyment of books and related literacy materials for young people. Our books from
the current and immediately preceding year are available for examination at the CBC Library, 12 West 37th Street, New York,
MY 10018./ The library is open to the public from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday.
ORDER TODAY! Phone: 888.859.8221 Fax: 413.215.8030 Email: orders@patriapress.com Website: www.patriapress.com

Meet the NEWEST Young Patriots!
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Frederick Douglass, Young Defender of Human Rights
By Elisabeth P. Myers
The next day Hugh Auld came home unexpectedly and found Mrs.
Auld giving Fred his lesson. “Sophia, what do you think you’re
doing?” he almost shouted.
“Teaching Fred to read,” she replied simply. “He’s a very apt
pupil.”
“Well, stop teaching him at once!” Mr. Auld commanded rather
sharply. “It’s unsafe to teach a slave to read. The first thing you
know, he’ll be reading anti-slavery literature. Then who knows
what he’d do?”
Fred now understood what made some people slaves and some
people free. The secret was simply this—knowledge, or the lack of
it, made the difference.

Illustration from Frederick
Douglass

Meet Frederick Douglass, author, abolitionist, statesman—slave. Volume 13 of the Young Patriots Series features the inspirational story of the youth who began his life in slavery and grew up to become an advisor to presidents, author
of several autobiographies, and tireless advocate and public speaker in support of civil rights. Separated from his mother and
grandmother at a young age, Fred’s early years on a Maryland plantation taught him the cruelty of the system where one person owned another. From his stint as a house slave in the Auld household in Baltimore to his years spent on his master’s land,
Frederick Douglass never lost his fierce determination and dedication to education, both of which were central to his achievement of freedom.
Cathy Morrison’s detailed illustrations add a real-life quality to this powerful story, and the What Does That Mean,
When Frederick Douglass Lived, What Happened Next?, and Fun Facts About sections make the book a must-have for any
classroom or personal library. The accompanying Teacher’s Guide highlights activities to extend the reach of the book across
the curriculum and can be downloaded FREE at www.patriapress.com See P. 6 for details.
114 pp. 16 illustrations ISBN 9781882859573 hardback $15.95 ISBN 9781882859580 paperback $9.95

Alexander Hamilton, Young Statesman

By Helen Boyd Higgins

“Poleon,” Alec began, “do you want to go away with me to
the American Colonies?”
“Do I want to do what?” asked Poleon.
“Do you want to get on a boat with me some day and go
away across the Atlantic Ocean and —”
“No sir!” Poleon shook his head as he spoke.
“That’s funny,” said Alec. “I want to go to the American
Colonies more than anything else in the whole wide world.”
Founding Father, architect of the Constitution, first Secretary of the Treasury—
Alexander Hamilton’s adult accomplishments are legendary. In Volume 14, children meet the young “Alec” growing up in
the Caribbean, where his love of reading was only exceeded by his dream to visit the land called America.
Alec’s days were filled with books and visits to the waterfront to greet the large ships from Europe—until the fateful day when his Uncle Peter insisted he learn to ride. Children will identify with Alec’s struggle to overcome his fear of
horses and applaud his courage as he narrowly escapes a violent hurricane on horseback, all the while keeping his eye on
the prize—school in America. Lively illustrations bring the tropical islands of Hamilton’s boyhood to life and continuing
features in all Young Patriots Series titles including What Happened Next, Fun Facts About Alexander Hamilton, When
Alexander Hamilton Lived, and What Does That Mean introduce the young reader to Alec’s adult achievements.
Download the accompanying Teacher’s Guide and Webquest free at www.patriapress.com. See P. 6 for details.
120 pp. 15 illustrations ISBN 9781882859610 hardback $15.95 ISBN 9781882859627 paperback $9.95

ORDER TODAY! Phone: 888.859.8221 Fax: 413.215.8030 Email: orders@patriapress.com Website: www.patriapress.com
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The Young Patriots Series

Volume 1
Amelia Earhart, Young Air Pioneer
By Jane Moore Howe
ForeWord Magazine’s Book of the Year
Award
Selected by the Parent’s Council as an
Outstanding Title
111 pp 16 illustrations 5 ½ x 8 ½
ISBN 9781882859023 (Hard) $15.95
ISBN 9781882859047 (Paper) $9.95
Lexile Level: 440L Grade Reading Level: 3.9

Volume 2
William Henry Harrison, Young Tippecanoe
By Howard Packham
Features the boyhood of our ninth U.S.
President.
“…a superb [book] for young readers ages
8 to 12…”—Children’s Bookwatch, Midwest
Book Review
112 pp 17 illustrations 5 ½ x 8 ½
ISBN 9781882859030 (Hard) $15.95
ISBN 9781882859078 (Paper) $ 9.95
Lexile Level: 470L Grade Reading Level: 3.0

Meet the Young Patriots!

Volume 3
Lew Wallace, Boy Writer
By Martha E. Schaaf
Story of the author of Ben-Hur, the bestselling novel of the 19th century.
Independent Publisher Magazine 2002 Juvenile Fiction Award
“Students will enjoy this story for many
reasons.”—Sarah Reaves White,
Readers Read
111 pp 17 illustrations 5 ½ x 8 ½
ISBN 9781882859054 (Hard) $15.95
ISBN 9781882859061 (Paper) $9.95
Lexile Level: 570L Grade Reading Level: 4.5

Volume 4
Juliette Low, Girl Scout Founder
By Helen Boyd Higgins
Finalist, ForeWord Magazine Juvenile
Fiction Book of the Year
“A wonderful story about the founder of
Girls Scouts and how her zest for an adventurous life helped establish this great
organization.”—KidsBookshelf.com
124 pp 17 illustrations 5 ½ x 8 ½
ISBN 9781882859085 (Hard) $15.95
ISBN 9781882859092 (Paper) $9.95
Lexile Level: 530L Grade Reading Level: 3.7

Volume 5
James Whitcomb Riley, Young Poet
By Minnie Belle Mitchell & Montrew Dunham
Friend of Mark Twain and President Benjamin Harrison, the 19th century writer,
known as the “Children’s Poet,” grew up
in the Midwest, where he wrote his most
famous poem, Little Orphant Annie.
“The reader feels what [young Riley] feels
about the events, and (as an added bonus)
reads his poetry along the way. To fans of
this series, this book is a welcome addition.
It can also serve as an introduction to one of the finest
series of books for young readers on any shelf.”
—Daniel White, Social Studies for Kids
116 pp 16 illustrations 5 ½ x 8 ½
ISBN 9781882859108 (Hard) $15.95
ISBN 9781882859115 (Paper) $9.95
Lexile Level: 760L Grade Reading Level: 4.3

Volume 6
Eddie Rickenbacker, Boy Pilot and Racer
By Kathryn Cleven Sisson
“Very nicely written for the young
reader…children will avidly follow the
daring exploits of a young man with flying
in his blood, who one day would become
a World War I Flying Ace and winner of
the Medal of Honor. Enhanced with
black & white illustrations by Cathy Morrison…”—Children’s Bookwatch, Midwest
Book Review
106 pp 15 illustrations 5 ½ x 8 ½
ISBN 9781882859122 (Hard) $15.95
ISBN 9781882859139 (Paper) $9.95
Lexile Level: 760L Grade Reading Level: 4.5

Volume 7
Mahalia Jackson, Gospel Singer & Civil Rights
Champion
By Montrew Dunham
Winner, 2004 Iparenting Media Award
Winner, National Parenting Center Fall
2003 Seal of Approval
The world-famous “Queen of Gospel”
stood at the podium with Martin Luther
King, Jr., during the famous Civil Rights
March on Washington.
“I would recommend the purchase of this
book for all elementary librarians.”
—Lynn Jones, elementary teacher, Eugene, SD.
112 pp 16 illustrations 5 ½ x 8 ½
ISBN 9781882859382 (Hard) $15.95
ISBN 9781882859399 (Paper) $9.95
Lexile Level: 880L Grade Reading Level: 5.5

ORDER TODAY! Phone: 888.859.8221 Fax: 413.215.8030 Email: orders@patriapress.com Website: www.patriapress.com
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DID YOU KNOW? Each Young Patriots Series
book is accompanied by a Teacher’s Guide and Webquest for download FREE at www.patriapress.com.
Or get a print version of all Teacher’s Guides and
Webquests FREE with set purchase (see order form
for details)
Volume 8
George Rogers Clark, Boy of the Northwest
Frontier
By Katherine E. Wilkie
Famous as an explorer and general who
won the Northwest Territory for the fledgling United States during the Revolutionary War, George Rogers Clark is equally
well known as the older brother of William Clark of the Lewis and Clark Expedition. Meet George as a boy growing up on
the edge of the frontier in Volume 8 of the
Young Patriots Series.
120 pp 16 illustrations 5 ½ x 8 ½
ISBN 9781882859436 (Hard) $15.95
ISBN 9781882859443 (Paper) $9.95
Lexile Level: 630L Grade Reading Level: 2.9

Volume 9
John Hancock, Independent Boy

120 pp 16 illustrations 5 ½ x 8 ½
ISBN 9781882859450 (Hard) $15.95
ISBN 9781882859467 (Paper) $9.95
Lexile Level: 720L Grade Reading Level: 2.7

Volume 10
Phillis Wheatley, Young Revolutionary Poet
By Kathryn Kilby Borland & Helen Ross Speicher
Bronze Award, Juvenile Fiction Book of
the Year, ForeWord Magazine, 2006
Honorable Mention, Ten Most Outstanding
Books in “Most Inspirational to Youth”
Category, Independent Publisher Magazine, 2006
Phillis Wheatley rose from slavery to become one of the most well-known poets of
her day and the first notable AfricanAmerican writer in America.
“…young readers will be fascinated by…the gifted Phillis
Wheatley.”—ForeWord Magazine
123 pp 14 illustrations 5 ½ x 8 ½
ISBN 9781882859474 (Hard) $15.95
ISBN 9781882859481 (Paper) $9.95
Lexile Level: 740L Grade Reading Level: 3.3

By Montrew Dunham
Did Abner Doubleday invent baseball?
Perhaps not, but young sportsmen and
women will share his early exploits on the
diamond before he grew up to become a
Civil War general.
“Young readers and baseball lovers will
enjoy reading about Abner Doubleday
and his love of the sport. Another great
book in the Young Patriots Series.”—
Christina Lewis, Kids Bookshelf
108 pp 13 illustrations 5 ½ x 8 ½
ISBN 9781882859498 (Hard) $15.95
ISBN 9781882859504 (Paper) $9.95
Lexile Level: 640L Grade Reading Level: 3.1

Volume 12
John Audubon, Young Naturalist
By Miriam E. Mason
Famous for his lifelike portraits of
birds and animals, John Audubon
grew up in the West Indies and France
before settling in the United States. In
Volume 12, children share John’s
childhood adventures and passion for
capturing wildlife on canvas. “…
draws readers into the world of the
premier wildlife artist of the 19th Century.” —Learning Magazine
116 pp 15 illustrations 5 ½ x 8 ½
ISBN 9781882859511 (Hard) $15.95
ISBN 9781882859528 (Paper) $9.95
Lexile Level: 830L Grade Reading Level: 4.6
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Find the Young Patriots Series
titles in Accelerated ReaderTM and
Scholastic’s Reading CountsTM

ORDER TODAY! Phone: 888.859.8221 Fax: 413.215.8030 Email: orders@patriapress.com Website: www.patriapress.com

Meet the Young Patriots!

By Kathryn Cleven Sisson
Contemporary of Samuel Adams and Paul
Revere, witness to the Boston Tea Party
and Boston Massacre, freedom fighter and
tireless advocate for separation from England, John Hancock’s boyhood adventures
are featured in Volume 9 of the Young
Patriots Series.

Volume 11
Abner Doubleday, Boy Baseball Pioneer
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For Your Listening Pleasure...
The Young Patriots Series is Now Available
Digitally and on Audio Cassette!

P

atria Press is proud to announce a new addition to the lineup of favorite Young
Patriot books...audiobooks!

The Young Patriots available on Audio Cassette!

The first 9 volumes of the Young Patriots Series are now available for sale or rent
through Blackstone Audio, the 3rd largest producer of unabridged audiobooks in the
world, as well as digitally through Playaway.

During those long car rides and plane flights, young readers can enjoy the views
around them, yet still be engrossed in the fascinating adventures of the Young
Patriots.
Visit www.playaway.com and www.blackstoneaudio.com for more information AND
to hear free samples!

TEACHER’S GUIDES!
Lesson Plans & Webquests for each book—which include class discussion questions, activities and
other resources—can be downloaded FREE from our website www.patriapress.com OR a printed
version may be ordered online or on page 7!
Alexander Hamilton:Young Statesman
T EACHER'S GUIDE
LESSON PLAN & DISCUSSION AFTER READING
Historical fiction provides wonderful opportunities to weave and blend literature into many different
content areas in meaningful ways. Following are a handful of ways for you to integrate a study of
Alexander Hamilton in you classroom. Although they are organized by content areas, we encourage you to move across content lines to blend them in natural ways and to encourage your students to conduct further research on any specific topics of interest.

ORDER TODAY! Phone: 888.859.8221 Fax: 413.215.8030 Email: orders@patriapress.com Website: www.patriapress.com

ORDER FORM
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Order Online from our secure online orderform!
Mail Orders to: Patria Press, Inc. * Order Dept. P * PO Box 752 * Carmel, IN 46082
Fax Orders to: 413-215-8030 Email Orders to: Orders@patriapress.com Phone: 888-859-8221
Shipping and Handling: Shipping for individual books: $4.00 for first book, $0.50 for each additional book
Bill To: Name__________________________________

Ship To: Name____________________________________

Address_______________________________________

Address_________________________________________

City_____________________ St_______ Zip________

City____________________ St______ Zip_____________

Email to receive notification of new titles________________________________________________
Telephone:____________________________________
Individual Titles.......$9.95 paper, $15.95 hardback, $5.00 Teacher’s Guides (FREE if downloaded from website!)
Qty.
Qty.
Teacher’s Guide
Amelia Earhart, Young Air Pioneer 9781882859047 pb -023 hb
paper_______ hard_______ ________
William Henry Harrison,
paper_______ hard_______ ________
Young Tippecanoe 9781882859078 pb -030 hb
paper_______ hard_______ ________
Lew Wallace, Boy Writer 9781882859061 pb -054 hb
paper_______ hard_______ ________
Juliette Low, Girl Scout Founder 9781882859092 pb -085 hb
paper_______ hard_______ ________
James Whitcomb Riley, Young Poet 9781882859115 pb -108 hb
Eddie Rickenbacker, Young Pilot
paper_______ hard_______ ________
and Racer 9781882859139 pb -122 hb
Mahalia Jackson, Gospel Singer & Civil
paper_______ hard_______ ________
Rights Champion 9781882859399 pb -382 hb
George Rogers Clark, Boy of the
paper_______ hard_______ ________
Northwest Frontier 9781882859443 pb -436 hb
paper_______ hard_______ ________
John Hancock, Independent Boy 9781882859467 pb -450 hb
Phillis Wheatley, Young
paper _______ hard_______ ________
Revolutionary Poet 9781882859481 pb -474 hb
Abner Doubleday, Boy Baseball Pioneer 9781882859504 pb -498 hb paper_______ hard_______ ________
paper_______ hard_______ ________
John Audubon, Young Naturalist 9781882859528 pb -511 hb
NEW! Frederick Douglass, Young Defender
paper_______ hard_______ ________
of Human Rights 9781882859580 (pb) -573 (hb)
NEW! Alexander Hamilton, Young Statesman
paper_______ hard_______ ________

Special
Offers!

► Give the gift that keeps on giving with the Young Patriot of the Month Year-Long Subscription! Visit
www.patriapress.com for more information!
► Save 20% when you purchase the complete available set of the Young Patriots Series in either paper
back or hardcover! See Pricing Below.

Distributed to the book trade by
Independent Publishers Group
800-888-4741 www.ipgbook.com
Available from all major wholesalers

Subtotal
Shipping & Handling
TOTAL

Discounted Price
$ 178.64
$ 111.44

_____________
_____________
_____________

ORDER TODAY! Phone: 888.859.8221 Fax: 413.215.8030 Email: orders@patriapress.com Website: www.patriapress.com

Order Today!

Set of 14 titles (hard) (reg. price $223.30)
Set of 14 titles (paper) (reg. price $139.30)

SAVE TIME ONLINE!
WWW.PATRIAPRESS.COM
► FREE downloadable Teacher’s Guide for each
book
► FREE downloadable Webquest for each book
► FREE sample chapter and Educational Resources
for each book
► FREE monthly newsletter with sneak previews of
new titles, lesson plans, AND MORE!

YOUNG PATRIOT OF THE MONTH
YEAR-LONG SUBSCRIPTION!
For one low price,
receive one book a
month for six or
twelve months—
you choose the
titles—we do the
rest!
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Visit our website
for more details.

The Young Patriots Series
Hook Kids on History!

PATRIA PRESS, INC.
P. O. Box 752
Carmel, IN 46082
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